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When it comes to attracting shoppers, brands should contemplate how disparate lifestyles and preferences may
attract or discourage consumers.

According to T he Psychology of Store Selection report from advertising solution company Emodo, working inoffice can have benefits for brands as consumers are willing to travel 10.5 miles when leaving work versus only 7.4
miles when leaving from home. Brands must also appeal to consumers with varying sentiments towards shopping
and adjust their strategies accordingly.
"T he opportunity for physical retail has to claw back share versus digital retail as consumers re-emerge into their
normal lifestyles and behaviors [was the most surprising point in our research]," said Jake Moskowitz, head of the
Emodo Institute, San Francisco.
"With Omicron waning and COVID-19 protocols being lifted widely, it's a great chance for physical retailers to steal
share as consumers experience significant behavior changes that will alter their retail habits."
Emodo polled 550 shoppers across the United States for this report. Emodo defined "work-shoppers" as those
leaving from the office to shop, while "home-shoppers" are leaving from their homes.
Shopping psychology
Luxury marketers should remember that consumers are multi-faceted individuals who have disparate personal
backgrounds, hold different needs and can be optimists or pessimists when it comes to the current state of shopping
and the economy.
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Home-shoppers are significantly more likely to value brand reputation, promotions and lower prices, and marketers
are urged to target consumers at their home locations with fitting messaging.
Consumers who shop at the stores closest to them tend to have kids at home, prioritize in-store product selection and
quality, brand reputation and in-store safety related to COVID-19.
T hose who are willing to shop at a store not closest to them are making their decision based on different priorities
such as loyalty programs, easier parking and the ability to go in and out of stores faster. T hey are also likely to shop
more at stores that enforce vaccine mandates.
Consumer who shop from work are notably less price-conscious than those who shop online or who leave to shop
from home. T his makes them immensely attractive to luxury brands.
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Work-shoppers value COVID-19 safety and are twice as likely to research a store's COVID-19 protocols ahead of time
and noted that vaccine mandates make them 28 percent more likely to shop at a location.
T hey also are nearly 60 percent more likely to report they have decreased their online shopping in favor of brickand-mortar locations since stores have reopened.
Consumers who are optimists are two times more likely to cut down on online spending since stores have
reopened, 50 percent more likely to be concerned about feeling safe inside a store and 200 percent as likely to visit
different stores now than before the pandemic.
Pessimists are one-third as likely to report an increase in holiday spending later this year, 200 percent as likely to be
visiting the same stores now than before the pandemic and twice more likely to report that the latest retail conditions
have not affected their online shopping.
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Skeptics are more motivated by convenient locations and better selections, while optimists are more motivated by
brand reputation and safety protocols.
In responding to two different groups, luxury marketers must implement dual messaging. Since it can be difficult for
brands to identify who exactly is a pessimist or optimist individually, they must address the groups with two
messages one message that resonates most with skeptics within a segment and one that will resonate more with
optimists.
In-store loyalty
Since consumers who shop from work are ostensibly less price-conscious and more willing to shop in-store, this
could be a key group for luxury marketers to appeal to, particularly as more consumers are returning to in-person
shopping.
Despite the tumultuous effects of the COVID-19 pandemic on retail, shopping malls have persevered and are
transforming to match new consumer behavior.
According to Placer.ai, consumer behavior indicates that shopping behavior is stabilizing and, likely due to pent-up
demand over the last two years, people are returning to malls. T o set themselves apart, mall operators have had to
creatively fill open spaces left by store closures, such as pop-up shops and art installations, as well as meet demand
for digital touchpoints (see story).
Luxury brands and marketers are cognizant that for some consumers, in-store shopping never goes out of style. With
this, comes expansion.
Last February, LVMH-owned beauty retailer Sephora announced its plans to open 260 new stores in 2021, making it
the retailer's largest store expansion in its 21-year history in the United States. With store openings, Sephora asserted
its confidence in the future of brick-and-mortar shopping (see story).
"Luxury marketers can take advantage of geographic targeting techniques to target consumers based on their work
location versus their home location," Mr. Moskowitz said. "[With] targeting them during different mindsets, and with
the right bifurcation of messaging, you can come closer to achieving the ultimate goal of marketing, to reach the
right consumer at the right time in the right place."
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